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Abstract. We introduce a new way of composing proofs in rule-based proof sys-
tems that generalizes tree-like and dag-like proofs. In the new definition, proofs
are directed graphs of derived formulas, in which cycles are allowed as long as
every formula is derived at least as many times as it is required as a premise. We
call such proofs circular. We show that, for all sets of standard inference rules,
circular proofs are sound. We first focus on the circular version of Resolution, and
see that it is stronger than Resolution since, as we show, the pigeonhole principle
has circular Resolution proofs of polynomial size. Surprisingly, as proof systems
for deriving clauses from clauses, Circular Resolution turns out to be equivalent
to Sherali-Adams, a proof system for reasoning through polynomial inequalities
that has linear programming at its base. As corollaries we get: 1) polynomial-
time (LP-based) algorithms that find circular Resolution proofs of constant width,
2) examples that separate circular from dag-like Resolution, such as the pigeon-
hole principle and its variants, and 3) exponentially hard cases for circular Reso-
lution. Contrary to the case of circular resolution, for Frege we show that circular
proofs can be converted into tree-like ones with at most polynomial overhead.

1 Introduction

In rule-based proof systems, proofs are traditionally presented as sequences of formulas,
where each formula is either a hypothesis, or follows from some previous formulas in the
sequence by one of the inference rules. Equivalently, such a proof can be represented by
a directed acyclic graph, or dag, with one vertex for each formula in the sequence, and
edges pointing forward from the premises to the conclusions. In this paper we introduce
a new way of composing proofs: we allow cycles in this graph as long as every formula is
derived at least as many times as it is required as a premise, and show that this structural
condition is enough to guarantee soundness. Such proofs we call circular.

More formally, our definition is phrased in terms of flow assignments: each rule
application must carry a positive integer, its flow or multiplicity, which intuitively means
that in order to produce that many copies of the conclusion of the rule we must have
produced at least that many copies of each of the premises first. Flow assignments induce
a notion of balance of a formula in the proof, which is the difference between the number
of times that the formula is produced as a conclusion and the number of times that it is
required as a premise. Given these definitions, a proof-graph will be a valid circular proof
if it admits a flow assignment that satisfies the following flow-balance condition: the only
formulas of strictly negative balance are the hypotheses, and the formula that needs to
be proved displays strictly positive balance. While proof-graphs with unrestricted cycles
are, in general, unsound, we show that circular proofs are sound.
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Proof complexity of circular proofs With all the definitions in place, we study the power
of circular proofs from the perspective of propositional proof complexity.

For Resolution, we show that circularity does make a real difference. First we show
that the standard propositional formulation of the pigeonhole principle has circular Res-
olution proofs of polynomial size. This is in sharp contrast with the well-known fact
that Resolution cannot count, and that the pigeonhole principle is exponentially hard for
(tree-like and dag-like) Resolution [16]. Second we observe that the LP-based proof of
soundness of circular Resolution can be formalized in the Sherali-Adams proof system
(with twin variables), which is a proof system for reasoning with polynomial inequali-
ties that has linear programming at its base. Sherali-Adams was originally conceived as
a hierarchy of linear programming relaxations for integer programs, but it has also been
studied from the perspective of proof complexity in recent years.

Surprisingly, the converse simulation holds too! For deriving clauses from clauses,
Sherali-Adams proofs translate efficiently into circular Resolution proofs. Moreover,
both translations, the one from circular Resolution into Sherali-Adams and its converse,
are efficient in terms of their natural parameters: length/size and width/degree. As corol-
laries we obtain for Circular Resolution all the proof complexity-theoretic properties that
are known to hold for Sherali-Adams: 1) a polynomial-time (LP-based) proof search al-
gorithm for proofs of bounded width, 2) length-width relationships, 3) separations from
dag-like length and width, and 4) explicit exponentially hard examples.

Going beyond resolution we address the question of how circularity affects more
powerful proof systems. For Frege systems, which operate with arbitrary propositional
formulas through the standard textbook inference rules, we show that circularity adds
no power: the circular, dag-like and tree-like variants of Frege polynomially simulate
one another. The equivalence between the dag-like and tree-like variants of Frege is
well-known [18]; here we add the circular variant to the list.

Earlier work While the idea of allowing cycles in proofs is not new, all the instances
from the literature that we are aware of are designed for reasoning about inductive defi-
nitions, and not for propositional logic, nor for arbitrary inference-based proofs.

Shoesmith and Smiley [23] initiate the study of inference based proofs with multiple
conclusions. In order to do so they introduce a graphical representation of proofs where
nodes represents either formulas or inference steps, in a way similar to our definition in
Section 2. While most of that book does not consider proof with cycles, in Section 10.5
they do mention briefly this possibility but they do not analyze it any further.

Niwińksi and Walukiewicz [19] introduced an infinitary tableau method for the modal
µ-calculus. The proofs are regular infinite trees that are represented by finite graphs
with cycles, along with a decidable progress condition on the cycles to guarantees their
soundness. A sequent calculus version of this tableau method was proposed in [13], and
explored further in [24]. In his PhD thesis, Brotherston [8] introduced a cyclic proof
system for the extension of first-order logic with inductive definitions; see also [9] for
a journal article presentation of the results. The proofs in [9] are ordinary proofs of the
first-order sequent calculus extended with the rules that define the inductive predicates,
along with a set of backedges that link equal formulas in the proof. The soundness is
guaranteed by an additional infinite descent condition along the cycles that is very much
inspired by the progress condition in Niwiński-Walukiewicz’ tableau method. We refer
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the reader to Section 8 from [9] for a careful overview of the various flavours of proofs
with cycles for logics with inductive definitions. From tracing the references in this body
of the literature, and as far as we know, it seems that our flow-based definition of circular
proofs had not been considered before.

The Sherali-Adams hierarchy of linear programming relaxations has received con-
siderable attention in recent years for its relevance to combinatorial optimization and ap-
proximation algorithms; see the original [21], and [4] for a recent survey. In its original
presentation, the Sherali-Adams hierarchy can already be thought of as a proof system
for reasoning with polynomial inequalities, with the levels of the hierarchy correspond-
ing to the degrees of the polynomials. For propositional logic, the system was studied
in [11], and developed further in [20,3]. Those works consider the version of the proof
system in which each propositional variable X comes with a formal twin variable X̄ ,
that is to be interpreted by the negation of X . This is the version of Sherali-Adams that
we use. It was already known from [12] that this version of the Sherali-Adams proof
system polynomially simulates standard Resolution, and has polynomial-size proofs of
the pigeonhole principle.

2 Preliminaries

Formulas and Resolution proofs A literal is a variable X or the negation of a vari-
ableX . A clause is a disjunction (or set) of literals, and a formula in conjunctive normal
form, a CNF formula, is a conjunction (or set) of clauses. We use 0 to denote the empty
clause. A truth-assignment is a mapping that assigns a truth-value true (1) or false (0)
to each variable. A clause is true if one of its literal is true, and false otherwise. A CNF
is true if all its clauses are true and false otherwise.

A resolution proof of a clauseA from a CNF formulaC1∧ . . .∧Cm is a sequence of
clausesA1, A2, . . . , Ar whereAr = A and eachAi is either contained inC1, . . . , Cm or
is obtained by one of the following inference rules from earlier clauses in the sequence:

X ∨X
C ∨X D ∨X

C ∨D
C

C ∨D
. (1)

Here C and D are clauses, and X must be some variable occurring in C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm.
The inference rules in (1) are called axiom, cut, and weakening, respectively.

Resolution with Symmetric Rules Most standard inference rules in the literature are
defined to derive a single consequent formula from one or more antecedents. For stan-
dard, non-circular proofs, this is no big loss in generality. However, for the proof com-
plexity of circular proofs a particular rule with two consequent formulas will play an
important role. Consider the variant of Resolution defined through the axiom rule and
the following two nicely symmetric-looking inference rules:

C ∨X C ∨X
C

C

C ∨X C ∨X
. (2)

These rules are called symmetric cut and symmetric weakening, or split, respectively.
Note the subtle difference between the symmetric cut rule and the standard cut rule in (1):
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in the symmetric cut rule, both antecedent formulas have the same side formula C. This
difference is minor: an application of the non-symmetric cut rule that derives C ∨ D
from C ∨ X and D ∨ X may be efficiently simulated as follows: derive C ∨ X ∨ D
and D ∨X ∨C by sequences of |D| and |C| splits on C ∨X and D ∨X , respectively,
and then derive C ∨ D by symmetric cut. Here |C| and |D| denote the widths of C
and D. The standard weakening rule may be simulated also by a sequence of splits.
Thus, Resolution may well be defined this way with little conceptual change. The choice
of this form is not just due to elegance and symmetry: it makes it easier to deal with the
concept of flow assignments that we introduce later, and to highlight the connection with
Sherali-Adams proofs.

Resolution Complexity Measures A resolution refutation of C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm is a res-
olution proof of the empty formula 0 from C1 ∧ . . .∧Cm. Its length, also called size, is
the length of the sequence of clauses that constitutes it. The width of a resolution proof
is the number of literals of its largest clause. If only the cut inference rule is allowed,
resolution is sound and complete as a refutation system, meaning that a CNF is unsatis-
fiable if and only if it has a resolution refutation. Adding the axiom rule and weakening
rules, resolution is sound and complete for deriving clauses from clauses.

Proofs are defined as sequences but are naturally represented through directed acyclic
graphs, a.k.a. dags; see Figure 1. The graph has one formula-vertex for each formula in
the sequence (the boxes), and one inference-vertex for each inference step that produces
a formula in the sequence (the circles). Each formula-vertex is labelled by the corre-
sponding formula, and each inference-vertex is labelled by the corresponding instance
of the corresponding inference rule. Each inference-vertex has an incoming edge from
any formula-vertex that corresponds to one of its premises, and at least one outgoing edge
towards the corresponding consequent formula-vertices. The proof-graph of a proof Π
is its associated dag and is denoted G(Π). A proof Π is tree-like if G(Π) is a tree.

A1

A2

R1

R2

A3

R3

A4

A5

R4 A6

R5 A7

Fig. 1: A proof graph. All rules except R4 have exactly one consequent formula; R4 has
two. All rules except R2 have at least one antecedent formula; R2 has none.

Sherali-Adams Proof System LetA1, . . . , Am andA be polynomials onX1, . . . , Xn

and X̄1, . . . , X̄n; variables Xi and X̄i are twins with the intended meaning that X̄i =
1−Xi. A Sherali-Adams proof of A ≥ 0 from A1 ≥ 0, . . . , Am ≥ 0 is an identity

t∑
j=1

QjPj = A, (3)
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where each Qj is a non-negative linear combination of monomials on the variables
X1, . . . , Xn and X̄1, . . . , X̄n, and each Pj is a polynomial among A1, . . . , Am or one
among the following set of basic polynomials: Xi − X2

i , X2
i − Xi, 1 − Xi − X̄i,

Xi + X̄i − 1, and 1. The degree of the proof is the maximum of the degrees of the
polynomials QjPj in (3). The monomial size of the proof is the sum of the monomial
sizes of the polynomials QjPj in (3), where the monomial size of a polynomial is the
number of monomials with non-zero coefficient in its unique representation as a linear
combination of monomials.

Simulation A proof system P polynomially simulates another proof system P ′ if there
is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a proofΠ ′ inP ′ as input, computes a proofΠ
in P , such that Π has the same goal formula and the same hypothesis formulas as Π ′.

3 Circular Proofs

Circular Pre-Proofs A circular pre-proof is just an ordinary proof with backedges that
match equal formulas. More formally, a circular pre-proof from a set H of hypothesis
formulas is a proof A1, . . . , A` from an augmented set of hypothesis formulas H ∪B,
together with a set of backedges that is represented by a setM ⊆ [`]× [`] of pairs (i, j),
with j < i, such that Aj = Ai and Aj ∈ B. The formulas in the set B of additional
hypotheses are called bud formulas.

Just like ordinary proofs are natually represented by directed acyclic graphs, circular
pre-proofs are natually represented by directed graphs; see Figure 2. For each pair (i, j)
inM there is a backedge from the formula-vertex ofAi to the formula-vertex of the bud
formula Aj ; note that Aj = Ai by definition. By contracting the backedges of a circular
pre-proof we get an ordinary directed graph with cycles. IfΠ is a circular pre-proof, we
use G(Π) to denote this graph, which we call the compact graph representation of Π .
Note that G(Π) is a bipartite graph with all its edges pointing from a formula-vertex
to an inference-vertex, or vice-versa. When Π is clear from the context, we write I
and J for the sets of inference- and formula-vertices ofG(Π), respectively, andN−(u)
and N+(u) for the sets of in- and out-neighbours of a vertex u of G(Π), respectively.

A1

R1

R2

B1

R3

A2

A3

Fig. 2: The compact graph representation of a circular pre-proof.

In general, circular pre-proofs need not be sound; for an example we refer to the full
version of the paper. In order to ensure soundness we need to require a global condi-
tion as defined next.
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Circular Proofs Let Π be a circular pre-proof. A flow assignment for Π is an assign-
ment F : I → R+ of positive real weights, or flows, where I is the set of inference-
vertices of the compact graph representationG(Π) ofΠ . The flow-extended graph that
labels each inference-vertexw ofG(Π) by its flowF (w) is denotedG(Π,F ). The inflow
of a formula-vertex in G(Π,F ) is the sum of the flows of its in-neighbours. Similarly,
the outflow of a formula-vertex inG(Π,F ) is the sum of the flows of its out-neighbours.
The balance of a formula-vertex u ofG(Π,F ) is the inflow minus the outflow of u, and
is denoted B(u). In symbols,

B(u) :=
∑

w∈N−(u)

F (w)−
∑

w∈N+(u)

F (w). (4)

The formula-vertices of strictly negative balance are the sources of G(Π,F ), and those
of strictly positive balance are the sinks of G(Π,F ). We think of flow assignments as
witnessing a proof of a formula that labels a sink, from the set of formulas that label
the sources. Concretely, for a given set of hypothesis formulas H and a given goal
formula A, we say that the flow assignment witnesses a proof of A from H if every
source ofG(Π,F ) is labelled by a formula in H , and some sink ofG(Π,F ) is labelled
by the formula A.

Finally, a circular proof of A from H is a circular pre-proof for which there exists
a flow assignment that witnesses a proof of A from H . The length of a circular proof
Π is the number of vertices of G(Π), and the size of Π is the sum of the sizes of the
formulas in the sequence. Note that this definition of size does not depend on the weights
that witness the proof. The next lemma states that such weights can be found efficiently,
may be assumed to be integral, and have small bit-complexity. For the proof of this
lemma we refer to the full version of the paper.

Lemma 1. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a circular pre-proof Π ,
a finite set of hypothesis formulas H , and a goal formula A as input, returns a flow
assignment for Π that witnesses a proof of A from H , if it exists. Moreover, if the
length of the pre-proof is `, then the flows returned by the algorithm are positive integers
bounded by `!.

Soundness of Circular Resolution Proofs We still need to argue that the existence
of a witnessing flow assignment guarantees soundness. In this section we develop the
soundness proof for resolution as defined in (2). See Section 2 for a discussion on this
choice of rules. The proof of the following theorem generalizes to circular proof systems
based on more powerful inference rules with essentially no changes, but here we keep
the discussion focused on resolution. In the full paper we develop the general case.

Theorem 1. Let H be a set of hypothesis formulas and letA be a goal formula. If there
is a circular resolution proof of A from H then every truth assignment that satisfies
every formula in H also satisfies A.

Proof. Fix a truth assignment α. We prove the stronger claim that, for every circular
pre-proofΠ from an unspecified set of hypothesis formulas, every integral flow assign-
ment F for Π , and every sink s of G(Π,F ), if α falsifies the formula that labels s,
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then α also falsifies the formula that labels some source of G(Π,F ). The restriction to
integral flow assignments is no loss of generality by Lemma 1, and allows a proof by
induction on the sum of the flow among all inference-vertices, which we will call the
total flow-sum of F .

If the total flow-sum is zero, then there are no inference-vertices, hence there are no
sinks, and the statement holds vacuously. Assume then that the total flow-sum is positive,
and let s be some sink ofG(Π,F ) with balanceB(s) > 0 so that the formula labels it is
falsified byα. Since its balance is positive, smust have at least one in-neighbour r. Since
the consequent formula of the rule at r is falsified by α, some antecedent formula of the
rule at r must exist that is also falsified by α. Let u be the corresponding in-neighbour
of r, and letB(u) be its balance. IfB(u) is negative, then u is a source ofG(Π,F ), and
we are done. Assume then that B(u) is non-negative.

Let δ := min{B(s), F (r)} and note that δ > 0 since B(s) > 0 and F (r) > 0. We
define a new circular pre-proof Π ′ and an integral flow assignment F ′ for Π ′ to which
we will apply the induction hypothesis. The construction will guarantee the following
properties:

1. G(Π ′) is a subgraph of G(Π) with the same set of formula-vertices,
2. the total flow-sum of F ′ is smaller than the total flow-sum of F .
3. u is a sink of G(Π ′, F ′) and s is not a source of G(Π ′, F ′),
4. if t is a source ofG(Π ′, F ′), then t is a source ofG(Π,F ) or an out-neighbour of r

in G(Π).

From this the claim will follow by applying the induction hypothesis to Π ′, F ′ and u.
Indeed the induction hypothesis applies to them by Properties 1, 2 and the first half of 3,
and it will give a source t of G(Π ′, F ′) whose labelling formula is falsified by α. We
argue that t must also be a source of G(Π,F ), in which case we are done. To argue for
this, assume otherwise and apply Property 4 to conclude that t is an out-neighbour of r
inG(Π), which by the second half of Property 3 must be different from s because t is a
source of G(Π ′, F ′). Recall now that s is a second out-neighbour of r. This can be the
case only if r is a split inference, in which case the formulas that label s and t must be
of the form C ∨X and C ∨X , respectively, for appropriate formula C and variable X .
But, by assumption, α falsifies the formula that labels s, let us say C ∨X , which means
that α satisfies the formula C ∨X that labels t. This is the contradiction we were after.

It remains to construct Π ′ and F ′ that satisfy properties 1, 2, 3, and 4. We define
them by cases according to whether F (r) > B(s) or F (r) ≤ B(s), and then argue
for the correctness of the construction. In case F (r) > B(s), and hence δ = B(s),
let Π ′ be defined as Π without change, and let F ′ be defined by F ′(r) := F (r) − δ
and F ′(w) := F (w) for every other w ∈ I \ {r}. ObviouslyΠ ′ is still a valid pre-proof
and F ′ is a valid flow assignment for Π ′ by the assumption that F (r) > B(s) = δ. In
case F (r) ≤ B(s), and hence δ = F (r), let Π ′ be defined as Π with the inference-
step that labels r removed, and let F ′ be defined by F ′(w) := F (w) for every w ∈
I \ {r}. Note that in this case Π ′ is still a valid pre-proof but perhaps from a larger set
of hypothesis formulas.

In both cases the proof of the claim that Π ′ and F ′ satisfy Properties 1, 2, 3, and 4
is the same. Property 1 is obvious in both cases. Property 2 follows from the fact that
the total flow-sum of F ′ is the total flow-sum of F minus δ, and δ > 0. The first half
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of Property 3 follows from the fact that the balance of u in G(Π ′, F ′) is B(u) + δ,
while B(u) ≥ 0 by assumption and δ > 0. The second half of Property 3 follows from
the fact that the balance of s in G(Π ′, F ′) is B(s)− δ, while B(s) ≥ δ by choice of δ.
Property 4 follows from the fact that the only formula-vertices of G(Π ′, F ′) of balance
smaller than that in G(Π,F ) are the out-neighbours of r. This completes the proof of
the claim, and of the theorem. ut

4 Circular Resolution

In this section we investigate the power of Circular Resolution. Recall from the discus-
sion in Section 2 that Resolution is traditionally defined to have cut as its only rule, but
that an essentially equivalent version of it is obtained if we define it through symmetric
cut, split, and axiom, still all restricted to clauses. This more liberal definition of Resolu-
tion, while staying equivalent vis-a-vis the tree-like and dag-like versions of Resolution,
will play an important role for the circular version of Resolution.

In this section we show that circular Resolution can be exponentially stronger than
dag-like Resolution. Indeed, we show that Circular Resolution is polynomially equiva-
lent with the Sherali-Adams proof system, which is already known to be stronger than
dag-like Resolution:

Theorem 2. Sherali-Adams and Circular Resolution polynomially simulate each other.
Moreover, the simulation one way converts degree into width (exactly), and the simula-
tion in the reverse way converts width into degree (also exactly).

For the statement of Theorem 2 to even make sense, Sherali-Adams is to be under-
stood as a proof system for deriving clauses from clauses, under an appropriate encoding.

Pigeonhole Principles Let G be a bipartite graph with vertex bipartition (U, V ), and
set of edges E ⊆ U × V . For a vertex w ∈ U ∪ V , we write NG(w) to denote the
set of neighbours of w in G, and degG(w) to denote its degree. The Graph Pigeonhole
Principle of G, denoted G-PHP, is a CNF formula that has one variable Xu,v for each
edge (u, v) in E and the following set clauses:

Xu,v1 ∨ · · · ∨Xu,vd for u ∈ U with NG(u) = {v1, . . . , vd},
Xu1,v ∨Xu2,v for u1, u2 ∈ U , u1 6= u2, and v ∈ NG(u1) ∩NG(u2).

If |U | > |V |, and in particular if |U | = n+ 1 and |V | = n, then G-PHP is unsatisfiable
by the pigeonhole principle. For G = Kn+1,n, the complete bipartite graph with sides
of sizes n+ 1 and n, the formula G-PHP is the standard CNF encoding PHPn+1

n of the
pigeonhole principle.

Even for certain constant degree bipartite graphs with |U | = n+ 1 and |V | = n, the
formulas are hard for Resolution.

Theorem 3 ([5,16]). There are families of bipartite graphs (Gn)n≥1, where Gn has
maximum degree bounded by a constant and vertex bipartition (U, V ) of Gn that sat-
isfies |U | = n + 1 and |V | = n, such that every Resolution refutation of Gn-PHP has
width Ω(n) and length 2Ω(n). Moreover, this implies that every Resolution refutation
of PHPn+1

n has length 2Ω(n).
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In contrast, we show that these formulas have Circular Resolution refutations of
polynomial length and, simultaneously, constant width. This result already follows from
Theorem 2 plus the fact that Sherali-Adams has short refutations for G-PHP, of degree
proportional to the maximum degree ofG. Here we show a self-contained separation of
Resolution from Circular Resolution that does not rely of Sherali-Adams.

Theorem 4. For every bipartite graph G of maximum degree d with bipartition (U, V )
such that |U | > |V |, there is a Circular Resolution refutation of G-PHP of length poly-
nomial in |U | + |V | and width d. In particular, PHPn+1

n has a Circular Resolution
refutation of polynomial length.

Proof. We are going to build the refutation in pieces. Concretely, for every u ∈ U
and v ∈ V , we describe a Circular Resolution proof Πu→ and Π→v , with their associ-
ated flow assignments. These proofs will have width bounded by degG(u) and degG(v),
respectively, and size polynomial in degG(u) and degG(v), respectively. Moreover, the
following properties will be ensured:

1. The proof-graph of Πu→ contains a formula-vertex labelled by the empty clause
0 with balance +1 and a formula-vertex labelled Xu,v with balance −1 for every
v ∈ NG(u); any other formula-vertex that has negative balance is labelled by a
clause of G-PHP.

2. The proof-graph Π→v contains a formula-vertex labelled by the empty clause 0
with balance −1 and a formula-vertex labelled by Xu,v with balance +1 for every
u ∈ NG(v); any other formula-vertex that has negative balance is labelled by a
clause of G-PHP.

We join these pieces by identifying the two formula-vertices labeled Xu,v , for each
{u, v} ∈ E(G). Each such vertex gets balance −1 from Πu→ and +1 from Π→v ,
thus its balance is zero. The empty clause occurs |U | times on formula vertices with bal-
ance +1, and |V | times on formula vertices with balance −1. Now we add back-edges
from |V | of the |U | formula-vertices with balance +1 to all the formula-vertices with
balance−1, forming a matching. The only remaining formula-vertices labeled by 0 have
positive balance. Now in the proof all the formula-vertices that have negative balance are
clauses ofG-PHP, and the empty clause 0 has positive balance. This is indeed a Circular
Resolution refutation of G-PHP. See Figure 3 for a diagram of the proof for PHP4

3.
For the construction of Πu→, rename the neighbours of u as 1, 2, . . . , `. Let Cj

denote the clause Xu,1 ∨ · · · ∨Xu,j and note that C` is a clause of G-PHP. Split Xu,`

on Xu,1, then on Xu,2, and so on up to Xu,`−1 until we produce Xu,` ∨ C`−1. Then
resolve this clause with C` to produce C`−1. The same construction starting at Xu,`−1
and C`−1 produces C`−2. Repeating ` times we get down to the empty clause.

For the construction of Π→v we need some more work. Again rename the neigh-
bours of v as 1, 2, . . . , `. We define a sequence of proofs Π1, . . . ,Π` inductively. The
base case Π1 is just one application of the split rule to the empty clause to derive X1,v

andX1,v , with flow 1. ProofΠi+1 is built usingΠi as a component. LetXi+1,v∨Πi de-
note the proof that is obtained from adding the literalXi+1,v to every clause inΠi. First
we observe thatXi+1,v∨Πi has balance−1 onXi+1,v and balance +1 on, among other
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X11

X12

X13

X21

X22

X23

X31

X32

X33

X41

X42

X43

0

0

0

0

Fig. 3: The diagram of the circular proof of PHP4
3. The double circles indicate multiple

inferences. The empty clause 0 is derived four times and used only three times.

clauses, Xi+1,v ∨ Xj,v for j = 1, . . . , i. Each such clause can be resolved with clause
Xi+1,v ∨Xj,v to produce the desired clausesXj,v with balance +1. Splitting the empty
clause on variable Xi+1,v would even out the balance of the formula-vertex labelled by
Xi+1,v and produce a vertex labelled by Xi+1,v of balance +1. Take Π` = Π→v . ut

Equivalence with Sherali-Adams In this section we prove each half of Theorem 2 in a
separate lemma. We need some preparation. Fix a set of variablesX1, . . . , Xn and their
twins X̄1, . . . , X̄n. For a clause C =

∨
j∈Y Xj ∨

∨
j∈Z Xj with Y ∩ Z = ∅, define

T (C) := −
∏
j∈Y

X̄j

∏
j∈Z

Xj , (5)

Observe that a truth assignment satisfies C if and only if the corresponding 0-1 as-
signment for the variables of T (C) makes the inequality T (C) ≥ 0 true. There is an
alternative encoding of clauses into inequalities that is sometimes used. DefineL(C) :=∑
j∈Y Xj +

∑
j∈Z X̄j − 1, and observe that a truth assignment satisfies C if and only

if the corresponding 0-1 assignment makes the inequality L(C) ≥ 0 true. We state the
results of this section for the T -encoding of clauses, but the same result would hold for
the L-encoding because there are efficient SA proofs of T (C) ≥ 0 from L(C) ≥ 0, and
vice-versa. We will use the following lemma, which is a variant of Lemma 4.4 in [3]:

Lemma 2. Let w ≥ 2 be an integer, let C be a clause with at most w literals, let D
be a clause with at most w − 1 literals, and let X be a variable that does not appear
in D. Then the following four inequalities have Sherali-Adams proofs (from nothing) of
constant monomial size and degree w:

1. T (X ∨X) ≥ 0,
2. −T (D ∨X)− T (D ∨X) + T (D) ≥ 0,
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3. −T (D) + T (D ∨X) + T (D ∨X) ≥ 0,
4. −T (C) ≥ 0.

Proof. Let D =
∨
i∈Y Xi ∨

∨
j∈Z Xj and C =

∨
i∈Y ′ Xi ∨

∨
j∈Z′ Xj . Then

1. T (X ∨X) = (1−X − X̄) ·X + (X2 −X),
2. −T (D ∨X)− T (D ∨X) + T (D) = (X + X̄ − 1) ·

∏
i∈Y X̄i

∏
j∈Z Xj ,

3. −T (D) + T (D ∨X) + T (D ∨X) = (1−X − X̄) ·
∏
i∈Y X̄i

∏
j∈Z Xj ,

4. −T (C) = 1 ·
∏
i∈Y ′ X̄i

∏
j∈Z′ Xj .

The claim on the monomial size and the degree follows. ut

Lemma 3. Let A1, . . . , Am and A be non-tautological clauses. If there is a Circular
Resolution proof ofA fromA1, . . . , Am of length s and width w, then there is a Sherali-
Adams proof of T (A) ≥ 0 from T (A1) ≥ 0, . . . , T (Am) ≥ 0 of monomial size O(s)
and degree w.

Proof. Let Π be a Circular Resolution proof of A from A1, . . . , Am, and let F be
the corresponding flow assignment. Let I and J be the sets of inference- and formula-
vertices ofG(Π), and letB(u) denote the balance of formula-vertex u ∈ J inG(Π,F ).
For each formula-vertex u ∈ J labelled by formula Au, define the polynomial Pu :=
T (Au). For each inference-vertex w ∈ I labelled by rule R, with sets of in- and out-
neighbours N− and N+, respectively, define the polynomial
Pw := T (Aa) if R = axiom with N+ = {a},
Pw := −T (Aa)− T (Ab) + T (Ac) if R = cut with N− = {a, b} and N+ = {c},
Pw := −T (Aa) + T (Ab) + T (Ac) if R = split with N− = {a} and N+ = {b, c}.

By double counting, the following polynomial identity holds:∑
u∈J

B(u)Pu =
∑
w∈I

F (w)Pw. (6)

Let s be the sink of G(Π,F ) that is labelled by the derived clause A. Since B(s) > 0,
equation (6) rewrites into

∑
w∈I F (w)/B(s)Pw +

∑
u∈J\{s}−B(u)/B(s)Pu = Ps.

We claim that this identity is a legitimate Sherali-Adams proof of T (A) ≥ 0 from the
inequalities T (A1) ≥ 0, . . . , T (Am) ≥ 0. First, Ps = T (As) = T (A), i.e. the right-
hand side is correct. Second, each term (F (w)/B(s))Pw forw ∈ I is a sum of legitimate
terms of a Sherali-Adams proof by the definition of Pw and Parts 1, 2 and 3 of Lemma 2.
Third, since each source u ∈ I of G(Π,F ) has B(u) < 0 and is labelled by a formula
in A1, . . . , Am, the term (−B(u)/B(s))Pu of a source u ∈ I is a positive multiple
of T (Au) and hence also a legitimate term of a Sherali-Adams proof from T (A1) ≥
0, . . . , T (Am) ≥ 0. And forth, since each non-source u ∈ I ofG(Π,F ) has B(u) ≥ 0,
each term (−B(u)/B(s))Pu of a non-source u ∈ I is a sum of legitimate terms of a
Sherali-Adams proof by the definition of Pu and Part 4 of Lemma 2. The monomial size
and degree of this Sherali-Adams proof are as claimed. ut

Lemma 4. Let A1, . . . , Am and A be non-tautological clauses. If there is a Sherali-
Adams proof of T (A) ≥ 0 from T (A1) ≥ 0, . . . , T (Am) ≥ 0 of monomial size s and
degree d, then there is a Circular Resolution proof ofA fromA1, . . . , Am of lengthO(s)
and width d.
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Proof. Fix a Sherali-Adams proof of T (A) ≥ 0 from T (A1) ≥ 0, . . . , T (Am) ≥ 0, say∑t
j=1QjPj = T (A), where each Qj is a non-negative linear combination of mono-

mials on the variables X1, . . . , Xn and X̄1, . . . , X̄n, and each Pj is a polynomial from
among T (A1), . . . , T (Am) or from among the list of basic polynomials from the defi-
nition of Sherali-Adams in Section 2.

Our goal is to massage the proof until it becomes a Circular Resolution proof in
disguise. Towards this, as a first step, we claim that the proof can be transformed into a
normalized proof of the form

∑t′

j=1Q
′
jP
′
j = T (A) that has the following properties:

1) each Q′j is a positive multiple of a multilinear monomial, and Q′jP ′j is multilinear,
and 2) each P ′j is a polynomial among T (A1), . . . , T (Am), or among the polynomials
in the set {−XiX̄i, 1 − Xi − X̄i, Xi + X̄i − 1 : i ∈ [n]} ∪ {1}. Comparing the list
of Boolean axioms in 2) with the original list of basic polynomials in the definition of
Sherali-Adams, note that we have replaced the polynomials Xi −X2

i and X2
i −Xi by

−XiX̄i. Note also that, by splitting the Qj’s into their terms, we may assume without
loss of generality that each Qj is a positive multiple of a monomial on the variables
X1, . . . , Xn and X̄1, . . . , X̄n.

In order to prove the claim we rely on the well-known fact that each real-valued
function over Boolean domain has a unique representation as a multilinear polynomial.
With this fact in hand, it suffices to convert each QjPj in the left-hand side of the proof
into a Q′jP ′j of the required form (or 0), and check that QjPj and Q′jP ′j are equivalent
over the 0-1 assignments to its variables (without relying on the constraint that X̄i = 1−
Xi). The claim will follow from the fact that T (A) is multilinear since, by assumption,
A is non-tautological.

We proceed to the conversion of eachQjPj into aQ′jP ′j of the required form. Recall
that we assumed already, without loss of generality, that each Qj is a positive multiple
of a monomial. The multilinearization of a monomial Qj is the monomial M(Qj) that
results from replacing every factor Y k with k ≥ 2 inQj by Y . ObviouslyQj andM(Qj)
agree on 0-1 assignments, but replacing each Qj by M(Qj) is not enough to guarantee
the normal form that we are after. We need to proceed by cases on Pj .

If Pj is one of the polynomials among T (A1), . . . , T (Am), say T (Ai), then we
let Q′j be M(Qj) with every variable that appears in Ai deleted, and let P ′j be T (Ai)

itself. It is obvious that this works. If Pj is 1 −Xi − X̄i, then we proceed by cases on
whetherQj containsXi or X̄i or both. IfQj contains neitherXi nor X̄i, then the choice
Q′j = M(Qj) and P ′j = Pj works. IfQj containsXi or X̄i, call it Y , but not both, then
the choice Q′j = M(Qj)/Y and P ′j = −XiX̄i works. If Qj contains both Xi and X̄i,
then the choice Q′j = M(Qj)/(XiX̄i) and P ′j = −XiX̄i works. If Pj is Xi + X̄i − 1,
then again we proceed by cases on whetherQj containsXi or X̄i or both. IfQj contains
neither Xi nor X̄i, then the choice Q′j = M(Qj) and P ′j = Pj works. If Qj contains
Xi or X̄i, call it Y , but not both, then the choice Q′j = M(Qj)Ȳ and P ′j = 1 works. If
Qj contains both Xi and X̄i, then the choice Q′j = M(Qj) and P ′j = 1 works. If Pj is
the polynomial 1, then the choice Q′j = M(Qj) and P ′j = 1 works. Finally, if Pj is of
the form Xi − X2

i or X2
i − Xi, then we replace QjPj by 0. Observe that in this case

QjPj is always 0 over 0-1 assignments, and the conversion is correct. This completes
the proof that the normalized proof exists.
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It remains to be seen that the normalized proof is a Circular Resolution proof in
disguise. For each j ∈ [m], let aj andMj be the positive real and the multilinear mono-
mial, respectively, such that Q′j = aj · Mj . Let also Cj be the unique clause on the
variables X1, . . . , Xn such that T (Cj) = −Mj . Let [t′] be partitioned into five sets
I0 ∪ I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 where

1. I0 is the set of j ∈ [t′] such that P ′j = T (Aij ) for some ij ∈ [m],
2. I1 is the set of j ∈ [t′] such that P ′j = −Xij X̄ij for some ij ∈ [n],
3. I2 is the set of j ∈ [t′] such that P ′j = 1−Xij − X̄ij for some ij ∈ [n],
4. I3 is the set of j ∈ [t′] such that P ′j = Xij + X̄ij − 1 for some ij ∈ [n],
5. I4 is the set of j ∈ [t′] such that P ′j = 1.

Define new polynomials P ′′j as follows:

P ′′j := T (Cj ∨Aij ) for j ∈ I0,
P ′′j := T (Cj ∨Xij ∨Xij ) for j ∈ I1,
P ′′j := −T (Cj) + T (Cj ∨Xij ) + T (Cj ∨Xij ) for j ∈ I2,
P ′′j := −T (Cj ∨Xij )− T (Cj ∨Xij ) + T (Cj) for j ∈ I3,
P ′′j := T (Cj) for j ∈ I4.

With this notation, the normalized proof rewrites into∑
j∈I0

ajP
′′
j +

∑
j∈I1

ajP
′′
j +

∑
j∈I2

ajP
′′
j +

∑
j∈I3

ajP
′′
j = T (A) +

∑
j∈I4

ajP
′′
j . (7)

Finally we are ready to construct the circular proof. We build it by listing the inference-
vertices with their associated flows, and then we identify together all the formula-vertices
that are labelled by the same clause.

Intuitively, I0’s are weakenings of hypothesis clauses, I1’s are weakenings of ax-
ioms, I2’s are cuts, and I3’s are splits. Formally, each j ∈ I0 becomes a chain of |Cj |
many split vertices that starts at the hypothesis clause Aij and produces its weakening
Cj ∨ Aij ; all split vertices in this chain have flow aj . Each j ∈ I1 becomes a sequence
that starts at one axiom vertex that producesXij ∨Xij with flow aj , followed by a chain
of |Cj |many split vertices that produces its weakening Cj ∨Xij ∨Xij ; all split vertices
in this chain also have flow aj . Each j ∈ I2 becomes one cut vertex that produces Cj
from Cj ∨Xij and Cj ∨Xij with flow aj . And each j ∈ I3 becomes one split vertex
that produces Cj ∨Xij and Cj ∨Xij from Cj with flow aj .

This defines the inference-vertices of the proof graph. The construction is completed
by introducing one formula-vertex for each different clause that is an antecedent or a
consequent of these inference-vertices. The construction was designed in such a way
that equation (7) is the proof that, in this proof graph and its associated flow assignment,
the following hold (see the full version for details): 1) there is a sink with balance 1 and
that is labelled by A, 2) all sources are labelled by formulas among A1, . . . , Am, and 3)
all other formula-vertices have non-negative balance. This proves that the construction
is a correct Circular Resolution proof. The claim that the length of this proof is O(s)
and its width is d follows by inspection. ut
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5 Further Remarks

One immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is that there is a polynomial-time algorithm
that automates the search for Circular Resolution proofs of bounded width:

Corollary 1. There is an algorithm that, given an integer parameter w and a set of
clauses A1, . . . , Am and A with n variables, returns a width-w Circular Resolution
proof of A from A1, . . . , Am, if there is one, and the algorithm runs in time polynomial
in m and nw.

The proof-search algorithm of Corollary 1 relies on linear programming because it
relies on our translations to and from Sherali-Adams, whose automating algorithm does
rely on linear programming [22]. Based on the fact that the number of clauses of widthw
is about nw, a direct proof of Corollary 1 is also possible, but as far as we see it still relies
on linear programming for finding the flow assignment. It remains as an open problem
whether a more combinatorial algorithm exists for the same task.

Another consequence of the equivalence with Sherali-Adams is that Circular Reso-
lution has a length-width relationship in the style of the one for Dag-like Resolution [5].
This follows from Theorem 2 in combination with the size-degree relationship that is
known to hold for Sherali-Adams (see [20,1]). Combining this with the known lower
bounds for Sherali-Adams (see [15,20]), we get the following:

Corollary 2. There are families of 3-CNF formulas (Fn)n≥1, where Fn hasO(n) vari-
ables and O(n) clauses, such that every Circular Resolution refutation of Fn has width
Ω(n) and size 2Ω(n).

It should be noticed that, unlike the well-known observation that tree-like and dag-
like width are equivalent measures for Resolution, dag-like and circular width are not
equivalent for Resolution. The sparse graph pigeonhole principle from Section 4 illus-
trates the point. This shows that bounded-width circular Resolution proofs cannot be
unfolded into bounded-width tree-like Resolution proofs (except by going infinitary?).

For Resolution it makes a big difference whether the proof-graph has tree-like struc-
ture or not [7]. For Frege proof systems this is not the case, since Tree-like Frege polyno-
mially simulates Dag-like Frege, and this holds true of any inference-based proof system
with the set of all formulas as its set of allowed formulas, and a finite set of inference
rules that is implicationally complete [18]. In the full version of the paper we show that,
contrary to resolution, circular Frege proofs are no more powerful than standard ones.
The main idea is to simulate in Dag-like Frege an alternative proof of the soundness of
circular Frege that is based on linear programming. To do that we use a formalization
of linear arithmetic, due to Buss[10] and Goerdt[14], which was originally designed to
simulate counting arguments and Cutting Planes proofs in Dag-like Frege. Since Cutting
Planes subsumes linear programming, the proof of soundness of circular Frege based on
linear programming can be formalized in Dag-ike Frege.

Theorem 5 ([2]). Tree-like Frege and Circular Frege polynomially simulate each other.

It is known that Tree-like Bounded-Depth Frege simulates Dag-like Bounded-Depth
Frege, at the cost of increasing the depth by one. Could the simulation of Circular Frege
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by Tree-like Frege be made to preserve bounded depth? The (negative) answer is also
provided by the pigeonhole principle which is known to be hard for Bounded-Depth
Frege but is easy for Circular Resolution, and hence for Circular Depth-1 Frege.

One last aspect of the equivalence between Circular Resolution and Sherali-Adams
concerns the theory of SAT-solving. As is well-known, state-of-the-art SAT-solvers pro-
duce Resolution proofs as certificates of unsatisfiability and, as a result, will not be able
to handle counting arguments of pigeonhole type. This has motivated the study of so-
called pseudo-Boolean solvers that handle counting constraints and reasoning through
specialized syntax and inference rules. The equivalence between Circular Resolution and
Sherali-Adams suggests a completely different approach to incorporate counting capa-
bilities: instead of enhancing the syntax, keep it to clauses but enhance the proof-shapes.
Whether circular proof-shapes can be handled in a sufficiently effective and efficient way
is of course in doubt, but certainly a question worth studying.

It turns out that Circular Resolution has unexpected connections with Dual Rail
MaxSAT Resolution [17]. MaxSAT Resolution is a variant of resolution where proofs
give upper bounds on the number of clauses of the CNF that can be satisfied simulta-
neously. At the very least, when the upper bound is less than the number of clauses,
MaxSAT resolution provides a refutation of the formula. The Dual Rail encoding is a
special encoding of CNF formulas, and Dual Rail MaxSAT Resolution is defined to
be MaxSAT resolution applied to the Dual Rail encoding of the input formula. In [6],
the authors show that Dual Rail encoding gives strength to the proof system, providing
a polynomial refutation of the pigeonhole principle formula. Recently [25] has argued
that Circular Resolution polynomially simulates Dual Rail MaxSAT resolution, in the
sense that when the Dual Rail encoding of a CNF formula F has a MaxSAT Resolu-
tion refutation of length ` and width w, then F has a Circular Resolution refutation of
length O(`w). This is interesting per se, and also provides yet another proof of Theo-
rem 4.
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